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Cheer up drama.
Bilibili ONLY Story 9.0 Acting/Cast 10 Music 10 Rewatch Value 10 As soon as I heard that Cheer Up! was going to be a drama based around cheerleading in a school that solely focuses on their students getting good grades, my excitement levels dropped. I would rather have school dramas not have any sport related themes and not use the excellent
grades cliche. However, I was so very wrong. This drama went to so many deep levels that not many writers can do, and it became extremely influential and inspiring. This is was one of the best dramas this year to date (this is my opinion, so don't judge me) and I felt extremely attached to watching Cheer Up!. The story was the only thing lacking in
this drama, but not even by much. The only problem that occurred was that there was barely any cheerleading whatsoever. They used the sport as a background setting, and only ever included two performances in total (excluding the practice trials). But besides that, I want to thank the writers for so many things. For saving a perfectly salvageable
villain who didn't understand any other way of dealing with her problems, for making the love triangle all so lovable and making me ship all three of them together with each other (yes, I shipped not only the end couple and the second-lead couple, but also the bromance), and for making all the characters so cherishable. And also, thank you for
showing great character development with every single character, especially Seo Ha Joon and Kwon Soo Ah. I thought there couldn't be a single school drama that would beat Who Are You: School 2015, but here we are, half a year later, with an ever better school drama. I think all of us can agree that the cast did a superb job, and all agree that when
Ji Soo gets a role in another romance drama, he needs to win over the heart of his crush so all of his fangirls don't internally die. Anyway, Ji Soo did an amazing job and I felt so emotionally attached to his character. Angry Mom is a definite watch for me now. Moving on, Lee Won Gun. My new-found bias. I had previously watched his supporting role in
Hyde, Jekyll, Me, but I never took much notice of his character as I always had my eyes on Hyun Bin. I never realized how well done his acting is. He is awesome, and my god, that smile of his! I found myself squealing every time he even so much as smirked. Anyway, Jung Eun Ji and N have definitely broken the idols-can't-act stereotype, and I am
looking forward to watching more of their works. Finally, Chae Soo Bin. Her character was extremely irritable, but she was the first ever antagonist that I could never fully hate. Deep down, she was just a down-to-earth character who was trying to learn from her mistakes in the wrong way. And with that, Soo Bin had better rise to stardom very soon
because she is a spectacular actress. All of these soundtracks are just too lovable and I can't pick a favourite. There is Fly Like An Eagle, Rely, Shooting Star and Flower. They are all so amazing, I could listen to them all day long. Seriously, look up the playlist online and you can just sit there and listen to them. Yes, oh god yes. I would do anything to
have this series on disc so that I could carry it anywhere with me and just rewatch over and over again. Everyone has that one show that they could always watch, and Cheer Up! is one of them for me. Overall, this drama was almost perfect, with only the flaw of not having enough cheerleading featured. Every single acting choice was amazing, the
script and writing was brilliant, and the music is flawless. Please make more good quality school dramas like Cheer Up!. Read More Was this review helpful to you? We and our partners use cookies and similar technologies to understand how you use our site and to improve your experience. This includes providing, analysing and enhancing site
functionality and usage, enabling social features, and personalising advertisements, content and our services. By clicking "Reject All", you will reject all cookies except for strictly necessary cookies. Learn More , Cheeky Go Go, Daringly Go Go, From Now On, Cheer Up, Sassy Go Go20151512 episodesSubtitlesEnglish, Hebrew, Swedish and 55
moreSubs ByThe Sassy Team With cheerleading as the background, the drama depicts the friendships and loves of youths, while dealing with a harsh educational environment that emphasizes competition.With cheerleading as the background, the drama depicts the friendships and loves of youths, while dealing with a harsh educational environment
that emphasizes competition.With cheerleading as the background, the drama depicts the friendships and loves of youths, while dealing with a harsh educational environment that emphasizes competition.You have no recently viewed pages THE SHORT VERDICT: Sassy wasted no time in stealing my heart, to be honest. Yes, it’s not very inventive, in
that its plot isn’t anything very new, and feels vaguely like a mashup of Angry Mom, Who Are You – School 2015, and Shut Up Flower Boy Band, with a bit of Dream High, and even mild shades of School 2013, thrown in for good measure. But I genuinely enjoyed all of those shows, and any resemblance, in this case, is not a bad thing. I loved that Show
is breezy, and showcases endearing characters and their heart-tugging relationships, and I was effectively smitten for much of Show’s run. It’s unfortunate that Show loses its footing somewhat, in the last quarter. That made me sad. After everything is said and done, though, I still felt wistful in saying goodbye to these characters, and that definitely
counts for something. THE LONG VERDICT: It’s true that this drama’s idea of cheerleading is really strange. [MINOR SPOILER] I mean, having the cheerleading team perform during the school’s Sports Day involved having the entire school troop into the indoor gym after having their (very lame) games outside, to sit, theater-style, while the
cheerleading team literally took to the stage. That’s basically turning everything backwards, and making the rest of the school cheer for the cheerleading team, isn’t it? [END MINOR SPOILER] It’s also true that if you’ve seen enough high school kdramas, that you’d probably recognize more than a few typical character types – and storylines – in this
drama world very quickly. Still, thanks to warm, heartfelt performances by a good number of the show’s ensemble cast, and thanks also to writer-nim’s savvy leverage of the sparky chemistry among our key cast members, this show isn’t hard to love. I did feel that Show lost its grip in the last stretch and that took the shine off this watch for me by a
fair chunk, but we can talk about that later.
STUFF I LOVED Theme The theme of mending bridges and crossing borders A lot of Show’s charm lies in the small moments between characters. The main arc, of the members of opposing clubs Real King and Baek Ho being forced to work together despite hating one another’s guts, is one of the major
sources of heartwarming tingles served up via small beats, that all cumulate in a big ol’ package of warmth and friendship. It’s completely to be expected that the kids from both teams would eventually learn to not only get along with, but genuinely like one another. That’s not the surprise. The surprise is the manner in which Show orchestrates this,
showing us how the kids become one unit, one small moment at a time. [MINOR SPOILER] I love the small beat in episode 7, where we see the Baek Ho and Real King kids all study together in the activity room even though they’re not scheduled to do so. And, as they do that, there’s shared camaraderie which I love. Notably, the seating is already
starting to mix up a bit, with the two rows no longer purely made up of Baek Ho vs. Real King. [END MINOR SPOILER] At the beginning of the show, we learn that in this competitive school environment, the kids are all unhappy, regardless of their background, and that essentially, they just all want to be happy. It’s lovely to see them find that
happiness in one another’s company and friendship. And it’s a bonus that Show manages to grow that friendship organically enough, that by the time we realize how far the kids have come, it’s actually a pleasant surprise to compare the before-and-after states of affairs. Characters Generally speaking, the acting in this show tends to be a little rough
around the edges. Which is to be expected in high school shows, since we tend to be dealing with a relatively younger and less experienced cast. Having said that, I do like that in spite of some acting limitations, our key characters were mostly delivered with nice amounts of depth. Could the characters have benefited from more nuanced deliveries?

Sure. But I’m satisfied with the amount of dimension we did get, coz that was enough to get me to care about these characters, which, to me, is the most important thing. 1. Jung Eun Ji as Yeon Doo What I love about Jung Eun Ji is her natural earthy, approachable and relatable quality. It’s this same quality that she imbues Yeon Doo with, that makes
Yeon Doo such a likable, believable character. She makes Yeon Doo feel real and honest as a character, and I think a large part of that has to do with her committed, no-vanity approach to the role. [MINOR SPOILER] In episode 3, I found the crying scene where she bawls in front of Yeol (Lee Won Geun) so believable. She ugly-cries without hesitation,
and it totally feels like Yeon Doo’s baring her soul, by just crying it out. [END MINOR SPOILER] In that moment, Yeon Doo had my heart completely; it’s hard not to feel for a character who bares her soul with such an almost-reckless type of honesty and vulnerability. I appreciated that audacious sincerity in Yeon Doo all series long. It’s true that later
in the series, Yeon Doo’s actions sometimes bordered on unbelievably saintly, but Jung Eun Ji’s earthy delivery manages to keep it within the range of believability. Also, I appreciate the growth arc that writer-nim gives Yeon Doo, in making her less brash and more thoughtful over the course of the show. Yeon Doo’s loyalty, resilience, compassion and
empathy proves to be a transformative force in our drama world, and witnessing how Yeon Doo changes the people around her for the better, mostly just by being herself, was something that I enjoyed very much. 2. Lee Won Geun as Yeol Lee Won Geun does a nice job of portraying Yeol, who’s all nonchalant smartypants on the outside, but all lonely
wounded heart on the inside. What Lee Won Geun might lack in terms of depth in his delivery, he more than makes up for, with the multiple meaningful gazes and amused curled-lip smirks that Yeol wears throughout the show. That combination of languid satisfaction and pointed intent brought on many a squee moment, particularly in the first half of
the show. Seriously. Who knew that almost-encounters in a high school drama could be this hot? Yeol starts out the show as quite the enigma, often flipping quickly between nice and not-so-nice. I found his smugness and lack of transparency a touch infuriating, but appreciated that writer-nim took pains to also give us glimpses of his better side.
[SPOILER ALERT] An early example of this, is in episode 3 when Yeol manhandles Yeon Doo in the beginning of the episode in an attempt to force her to agree to join the cheerleading club. That did not sit well with me, at all. But then, later, he apologizes to her in the laundry room and then tells her the truth disguised as a lie, which gives her new
perspective. He then gives her the space to come to her own conclusions. I liked this side of Yeol much better. I also really liked that later, when Yeon Doo’s stuck outside the dorm after curfew, Yeol comes back to save Yeon Doo, but doesn’t attempt to use it as leverage to get her to do what he wants. That said so much to me, about his integrity and
character. I liked him a lot better after that. [END SPOILER] Overall, I genuinely enjoyed witnessing Yeol’s growth arc. Over the course of the show, Yeol becomes more and more of an open, happy book, and seeing him relax into himself made me happy too. 3. Ji Soo as Ha Joon Augh. Ji Soo broke my heart with his character’s pain in Angry Mom, and
he totally outdid himself here. Ha Joon is a character who’s aloof and prickly on the outside, but hurting deeply on the inside, and Ji Soo brings that angst to life quite compellingly. Sure, his delivery could’ve benefited from more dimension, but there were also distinct moments where he blew me away. Most importantly, he made me care about Ha
Joon as a character. My heart totally went out to Ha Joon, and I desperately wanted him to be happy and pain-free. [SPOILER ALERT] One moment that sticks in my mind is the scene in episode 2, when Ha Joon attempts suicide and Dong Jae (Cha Hak Yun / N.) and Yeol find him in the shower stall, limp, unmoving and close to passing out. The glazed
look in Ha Joon’s eyes looked so real that I truly believed that he was about to lose consciousness, right there and then. Chills. [END SPOILER] Throughout the show, Ha Joon’s brooding, wistful sadness tugged at my heartstrings, So Much. I just wanted to hug him and make all the bad things in his life go away. Because Ha Joon rarely had reason to
smile, every time he did, my heart warmed for him. Seeing Puppy happy made me happy. Special Shout-Outs to: Yeon Doo’s Mom I simply luff Yeon Doo’s mom (Kim Yeo Jin). I love how warm, compassionate and loving she is, and I love that she’s raised Yeon Doo to be just like her. Even though she’s a secondary character, I perked up every time she
showed up on my screen. I’m not sure that I’ve enjoyed a kdrama mom this much in a long time. [SPOILER ALERT] I freaking love the way Mom goes crazy defending Yeon Doo in the teacher’s room in episode 2. She’s so wholeheartedly behind her daughter, that it’s clear for anyone to see, that her very passionate, very heated outburst stems from a
fierce, unconditional love and loyalty. So fantastic, that Mom doesn’t care if her daughter doesn’t do well in school, as long as she learns good things and is treated right. [END SPOILER] Teacher Yang Kim Ji Suk is pitch perfect as the nonchalant and rather hapless Teacher Yang, who is so often caught between needing to toe the line and keep his
head down, and wanting to do right by the kids. From starting the show as a rather isolated, almost throwaway sort of character, over time, Teacher Yang grows to form strong bonds with the kids, and his unwavering, selfless care for them is touching to witness. It’s no wonder the kids grow to care about him as much as he cares about them. On a
tangent, his not-a-loveline with Instructor Nam (Lee Mi Do) was a nice spot of amusement too. [SPOILER ALERT] I loved watching all the moments between Teacher Yang and each of the students individually. In particular, I found his connection with Yeon Doo adorable. My hands-down favorite Teacher Yang scene, though, has to be the one in
episode 6, when Teacher Yang sits down to eat all by his lonesome self in the cafeteria because everyone is avoiding him for being a whistle-blower. I LOVE it when the kids – Real King and Baek Ho alike – all sit down with Teacher Yang and cheerily start to eat with him. It’s a small moment, but so full of simple warmth. And it says so much, about
what he means to them, and how they feel about him. Love.
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